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The Incorporeal Project is a multimedia, multidisciplinary, ludic platform that supports the use of TIN
(Techniques for Interactive Narratives) for educational purposes. TIN is a method for using interactive
stories, such as role-playing games (RPG), to build up knowledge and competencies through the
participation and co-authorship present in this form of narratives. The participants act collectively to build the
RPG narrative in a cooperative way and they must incorporate their production to the supports used in the
RPG sessions as co-authors. This production, which can be expressed in different languages and supports,
is created during and in between the RPG sessions. The objective here is that the participants present more
than a production about what they´ve experienced but move forward to a creation from what they´ve
experienced that goes beyond it. To achieve this purpose we propose the Poetic Design as a means to
stimulate and guide the creative process of the participants.

BRAZILIAN CONTEXT

OF

TABLETOP RPG

Tabletop RPG arrived in Brazil in the mid 1980´s brought by youngster who had studied in the USA. In 1991
Tagmar, the first tabletop RPG made by Brazilian authors, was published. Tagmar still presented a setting
inspired in Tolkien´s Lord of the Rings and D&D, with a medieval fantasy scenario that included elves,
dwarves, humans, dragons, goblins, wizards, rogues, warriors and clerics. In 1992 the first tabletop RPG
based on Brazilian History and legends was published: "Desafio dos Bandeirantes". In this RPG based on a
fantasy XVII century Brazil, players could play characters such as Jesuits, rogues, sorcerers (who had to
stay one step ahead of the Holy Inquisition), Afrobrazilian priests who invoked the powers of the orishas,
Native Brazilian shamans, warriors and rangers. The RPG hobby increased in numbers of people and
conventions until 2001, diminishing from this point on due to poor sales and lack of interest from major
companies to pursue it businesswise. Nowadays, tabletop RPG is experiencing a small scale revival, with
small and medium sized companies publishing new RPGs and sponsoring local conventions, but it still
largely a very small part of Brazil´s economy and culture and only really known by a very small part of
Brazil´s population.
The application of tabletop RPG to educational purposes started in 1998 and continued to grow with a series
of symposiums in São Paulo (2002), Rio de Janeiro (2002) and Curitiba (2003) to gather educators,
teachers, role players and other people interested in the subject. This was the golden age of debates about
the educational applications of RPG in Brazil and lasted until 2008, when it lost momentum. There´s still
research being made with papers and dissertations published on the subject of RPG and education in Brazil
and local applications being made by individual educators as well as lectures on the subject made on
schools and universities. But we haven´t had symposiums specifically about RPG in education to facilitate
the exchange of experiences and publication of papers since 2006.

THEORETICAL FRAME
The epistemological support of the Incorporeal Project is based on the constructivist approach towards
education as proposed by Paulo Freire’s "pedagogy of autonomy" and Carmen Neve’s "pedagogy of
authorship" and the concepts of "flexible learning"; associated with the Poetic Design perspective which is
based in the three stage mimetic process postulated by Paul Ricoeur and in the semiology of Roland
Barthes. Fernando Hernandez´ project pedagogy educational method is a vital perspective to unite the
designing method of Poetic Design with the educational purposes of TIN.
Due to the complexity and some uncommon aspects of this proposal, we thought that it would be useful to
provide a more detailed explanation of the dynamics and concepts involved in the Project.

Why a Project?
From the Latin projectus (thrown), past participle of projicere (throw forward).
Sm (Lat projectu ) 1. Plan to accomplish an act; design, intent. 2. Commitment, enterprise [...]
Incorporeal is a Project because it is a work in progress, in eternal construction, in which the authors are just
the first to move forward, inviting those that enjoy the experience to also participate by becoming co-authors
themselves, modifying and expanding the project. Therefore it's important to explain that Incorporeal is
different from commercial RPGs, even from the ones which promote players participation in setting
development. The crucial difference resides in the fact that Incorporeal will only be developed if the players
contribute to it. That means there is a starting point - an initial kit - made by the first authors - us - but the
game will only gain supplements and new settings and new rules if the players play it and publish their
material.

How does this co-authorship work?
By being Incorporeal
The term applied here has three main references:
- the stoic concept: “The stoics affirmed that there are only bodies (even the soul was corporeal,
being a subtle and invisible breath, the pneuma). They also said that there are certain things that
don´t properly exist, but rather subsist through other things, being thus incorporeal. Among the
incorporeal they included the expressible, by that meaning the language and the discourse, and the
stoics placed the study of discourse or of the logi as a special philosophical discipline: logic.”
(CHAUÍ, 2001:192.) Also see: (http://www.iep.utm.edu/stoicism/);
- the definition of immaterial available at (http://www.thefreedictionary.com/incorporeal);
- the act of incorporating as in uniting, mixing, making part of, available in
(http://www.thefreedictionary.com/incorporate).
The narratives created in tabletop RPG sessions are of oral nature, many times using resources from other
languages such as incidental music, images, miniatures etc. The narrative created and expressed in these
languages and discourses while role-playing during a RPG session is usually lost. The Incorporeal Project
proposes that the participants' productions become material and part of the printed or digital media that

supports the narrative. This act of “becoming part of”, of incorporating, is what makes the participants coauthors, allowing them to start as receptors and complete their journey as authors.
By being a Platform
The term here is applied in analogy to its use in computers, as a metaphor both for operational system as
well as for a rocket launch base (Brazilian use of the word).
In Incorporeal the platform is the base that organizes the supports where the concepts become material and
from which the participants create and include their creations into the project. It is therefore composed by the
material and digital supports and may even include elements of the environment itself where the stories are
told. In the latter case, the participants may modify their gaming environment, say a classroom, incorporating
their creations into it, always in a fun and challenging way.
By being Ludic
That pertain the ludus, playing games, challenges, playing with the language.
The kind of game that regulates the ludic aspect of Incorporeal and thus gives its rules system is RPG,
particularly tabletop RPG. The dynamics of the Incorporeal Project therefore begin by participating in a
tabletop role-playing game with a generic rules system to collectively make stories in different scenarios. The
stories then come to life as the participants go on playing, interacting, creating. In this RPG rules system the
gamers are rewarded for what they register and produce based on what they´ve played and experienced.
This production is what must be physically or digitally incorporated into the game supports and design, and,
therefore, into the platform.
The participants therefore play a tabletop RPG with a gamemaster qualified in the Incorporeal Project
proposal and its rules system. The scenario is chosen among those already created for Incorporeal, or
specifically created for these RPG sessions, in accordance with the educational purposes designed for the
activity by the educators involved in that current application with the students. The narrative experienced
must be fun, as this is a fundamental aspect of any game (HUIZINGA, 2001), and the knowledge built by the
players must be harmonically integrated into it, thus contributing to the fun aspect and never diminishing it.
This is a point of narrative and RPG design that must be worked out before the game sessions with the
students and reviewed after each game session so the Project can be as efficient as possible in its
purposes.
By being Multidisciplinary
The term refers to the multiplicity of contents, types of knowledge and skills that the participants may use to
solve the narrative challenges of the ludic activities and to materialize solutions that can be incorporated into
the different supports of the platform.
In this case, TIN is used as a didactic method to build knowledge and competencies. TIN is a pedagogical
systematization, based in Paulo Freire’s "pedagogy of autonomy" and Carmen Neve´s "pedagogy of
authorship", to apply RPG´s working logic to educational purposes.
“It is necessary, above all, and this is an indispensable knowledge, that the teacher to be, since the
beginning of his or her formative years, taking also the position as someone who produces knowledge,

definitely persuades him or herself that to teach is not to transfer knowledge but to create the possibilities for
the production or construction of knowledge.” (FREIRE: 22, 1996) [Our translation. Italics by the author.]
By stimulating co-authorship TIN mobilizes the articulation of different forms of knowledge and pre-existing
competencies by the participants so that they can solve the stories’ challenges and produce materials that
will be incorporated into the supports. This situation also helps the participants to build new knowledge and
competencies and favors the commitment of all involved to the project in a virtuous cycle (NEVES, 2005).

How does this co-authorship take form?
The co-authorship products have to be designed in order to be available for others to experience them.
Since we're aiming at educational alternative methods, we chose to follow the example of Fernando
Hernandez project pedagogy to unite a designing method with an educational goal.
Hernandez is a chair professor at the Fine Arts College at Barcelona, Spain, who has been researching and
applying this innovative educational method. In project pedagogy the word "project" means exactly the same
as it does for architects, designers and artists: "the process of work concerning the process of giving form to
some idea standing in the horizon, but that allows changes, in permanent dialog with the context, the
circumstances and with the people that will, somehow, contribute to this process" (HERNANDEZ, 1998:22;
our translation).
In schools that choose the project pedagogy method, time and space are organized in a flexible way in
accordance with the project in course and to the themes that this project approaches, and not in accordance
with the regular disciplines (Mathematics, Geography etc).
Poetic Design is a designing method that we propose to guide the configuration of the production expected
from the participants in TIN sessions and to materialize it. This method is based on the epistemological
perspective that considers Design as a human science as opposed to a technological one. This is an
important debate in Brazil.
A technological approach to Design is an activity that aims to find aesthetical and functional solutions to a
problem. The designing methods that work from this perspective emphasize the problem definition stage and
the client´s needs. For example to create the illustrations for a technical manual, one must look for the best
ways to visually convey a specific message as clearly as possible.
A humanistic approach understands Design as an activity that searches for aesthetical and functional
expressions for many different purposes. The designing methods that work from this perspective emphasize
the conceptual stage and the process of meaning attribution in the different languages involved in the object
created. For example, a movie poster illustration that aims to visually express the themes of that narrative.
Both the technological and the humanistic perspectives share the aesthetic and functional aspects of design
but they do differ in their starting points, solution of a problem versus the expression of an idea, which leads
to significant differences of emphasis on different process phases, approaches and final results.
Conceived from a humanistic point of view, Poetic Design is a method that may have several purposes but it
does have one specific intention: to question.

This questioning can be presented as desire to use the “seductive power” – the traditional value aggregated
to the object by Design to lead to its consumption – to persuade the user to do other things instead of madly
consuming and producing garbage; for example, to seduce him or her to think critically and produce
knowledge – an intention and a purpose that is expected of the poetic discourse: a configuration of objects
that leads to a refiguration of the subject that uses it and of his or her context.
The RPG experience is, on our view, vital to this process as both players and gamemasters naturally bring
elements from different disciplines and venues of knowledge to create their characters and plot twists, as
well as to solve the challenges present in the narrative. A RPG story may easily involve subjects of History,
Mathematics, Geography, Literature, Physics, and many others. This multidisciplinary aspect of RPG along
with an emphasis on socialization and cooperation has for years been one of the main reasons for its use for
educational purposes in Brazil.
Paul Ricoeur while researching narrative forms proposed that in poetic creation there is a mimetic process
accomplished in three phases (RICOEUR, 1983):
⇒ Mimesis 1: prefiguration of the work in which elements such as symbolic aspects, action
comprehension, characters and their relations, plot and others come into play;
⇒ Mimesis 2: the representation of the action, the organization of the elements, the work itself that can
innovate in relation to a tradition or can sediment reaffirming it;
⇒ Mimesis 3: the reception of the work by the reader that undergoes a subject refiguration by doing it.
In the Incorporeal Project it is requested that the participants create and this creation process is guided
under the point of view of the three phase mimetic process proposed by Ricoeur.
Before the RPG session, the scenario elements presented to the players, the characters they create and the
basic plot brought by the game master, the players and gamemaster expectations and preexisting fantasies
and knowledge are all part of the M1. The RPG narrative created orally through the interactions between
players and gamemaster during the RPG session configures the M2. After the RPG session, the sensation
caused by the experience, the shared memories and the notes made are the M3 moment. From this point
the participants re-experience the mimetic process in a new phase where the post RPG session M3
becomes part of the M1 from which they will make their creations (M2) and incorporate them into the
supports (M3) refiguring them. Off course, the refigured supports will now be part of the M1 for next RPG
session, creating this way a productive cycle. It is part of the gamemaster and educators job to intervene so
this is a virtuous creative cycle and not a cliché stereotype reinforcing one.
It is important that before the RPG sessions with the students that the elements appointed by Ricoeur as
being part of the M1, such as symbolic aspects and action comprehension, among others, are taken as
reference by the educators and gamemaster to analyze and create the plot, non-player characters, to
integrate the story themes and to plan how they will stimulate the students to build knowledge and
competencies. This way, Ricoeur´s proposed mimetic process is both a tool and interface, for critical analysis
and poetic creation for the M1. The same care must be used when observing the reception of the narrative
by the students and their production or creation in the M3 after the RPG session is finished. Here we

understand “production” as something that the students make “about” what they´ve experience, and
“creation” as something that goes beyond it.
The dynamic proposed in the Incorporeal Project aims to stimulate an autonomous and critical approach by
the participants, respecting their wishes and mobilizing them to act to transform their personal and social
realities. To stimulate a voluntary production/creation, with the option of demanding an obligatory one,
depending on its didactic purpose, Incorporeal strives to create the conditions in which the participants can
build knowledge instead of simply transferring it to them (FREIRE, 1996), hence the emphasis in creation
from instead of only producing about what was experienced in the narratives.

Where is the production of these co-authors incorporated?
In a Multimedia Platform
The platform, named Incorporeal Kit, is composed of several means of communication that express the
same concepts. According to Marshal McLuhan and the Media Ecology (in: Coelho, 2004):
1. Any OBJECT can become or represent a means of communication;
2. The ENVIRONMENT where human relations occur can be seen as a space for a CONCERT OF
MEDIA;
3. The media will therefore be studied by the IMPACT caused by some of its constituent elements.
In the context of McLuhan´s Communication Theory a mean of communication contains language or
symbolic system (codes and repertoire), technology (vehicle, channel and material support) and modes of
reception (conditions of fruition). Any change to one of these three elements is enough to differentiate one
mean of communication form another due to the differences identified to its impact in the social environment.
What are these media?
The initial media that compose the platform so far are: printed books; web sites and blogs; installations and
environments. Each has its particularities of language and technology but they all share the same mode of
reception: hypertextuality, where hyper means expanded, amplified as proposed by Ted Nelson. In these
hypertextual supports the elements of each language (images, texts, sounds…) and the technologies
(printed books, objects etc.) are poetically designed to act as links that can be opened or not by the
receptors, working as points of entrance to the work in progress from which these receptors may create their
own elements moving them to the condition of interactors - the ones who interact, act, read and play at the
same time according to Janet Murray (2000) - and after they incorporate their creations to the condition of
co-authors.
The link-images are part of the mimesis 1, the prefiguration in Poetic Design process, and are created as
apparent visual clichés in accordance with Julio Plaza´s intersemiotic translation method (1987).
Intersemiotic translation considers images as signs that expose their references instead of hiding them. That
means that what we know as "original" is not really "primeval" or "unique" but in fact a reference that is in
itself the result of the previous translation of another reference and so on. That gives to the translation the
status of creation of something that transcends its reference. Plaza bases his method in Charles Sanders
Peirce concept of "sign" as a codification system of representation in three different levels: sensory

perception, comprehension and interpretation of a message. Therefore, to conceive an image as a link
means to design in a way that it opens many possibilities of interpretation as opposed to closing it into a
single message. The image has several “baits” that lead the viewer to different paths of interpretation,
starting a process in which interpretation of different meanings far surpasses the communication of a single
message.
When a link-image is opened it stimulates a deeper understanding instead of a superficial one through:
- Seduction: immediate recognition of symbols pertaining popular and/or mass culture;
- Inversion: a seduction to criticize and to question what the apparent cliché means in its original
context;
- Positive fetish: the creation of the desire to produce something that gives form to these critics and
questionings, and making this production public.
This way that which looks like a cliché can – if the person so desires it – be the starting point to a questioning
journey from which this person can build his or her own visual and verbal texts, experiencing an expanded
and critical co-authorship. This process follows the proposal of French linguist Roland Barthes semiology
that is to criticize the language as a carrier of underlying values that may be elitist in nature, playing with
symbols to expose stereotypes, showing that things that seem to be "natural" in the language may in fact be
political, historical and ideological in nature. This perception allows us to slide from discourses that have
been cemented by power; therefore enabling we to create in a more free and autonomous form (BARTHES,
1977). Barthes (1967) considers the poetic discourse as the one capable of this sliding, basing his concept
of "poetic" on Aristotle's idea of "mimesis" as recreation, the same idea used by Paul Ricoeur.
The link-images are present in the composition of the hypertextual supports. Poetic Design aims to make
these images more intimate to the participants thus inviting them to insert their own creations into them. This
is made possible by a graphic design that aims to make more evident the transversal aspect of each theme.
This way several verbal and imagetic elements stimulate the reader to move forward, inspiring him or her not
only to produce about his reading experience, but to create having the text as a starting point but going
beyond it.
Thus, the graphic design in all the hypersupports, which is the mimesis 2, the configuration step of Poetic
Design, permits the registration of notes, insertion of materials and the alteration of the order of its elements.
In the hyperbook the order of pages can be altered because the book content is organized in blocks and
diagramed with open spaces. These hyperbooks are printed in quick printing on demand shops and binded
with paper clips by the original authors or by the interactors themselves using PDF files prepared for this.
The hyperbooks are web-enhanced so it is necessary to explore these sites to have the full experience. The
structure of the hyperbooks can be seen at
http://www.historias.interativas.nom.br/lilith/pesquisa/incorporaiskit1.htm
In the virtual hypersites - Wordpress blogs and Facebook profiles - the participants can publish their
interventions so these can be incorporated in the future editions of the hyperbook.

The hyperobjects and the hyperenvironments are the supports that require the physical presence of the
participants to work and it’s where the workshops occur. The creation of these supports is still in the research
phase.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
Incorporeal Project can be applied to a wide range of educational contexts from short-term workshops to
continuous disciplines from school to graduate levels. However, due to RPG complexity, the method as a
whole is not recommended for children younger than 10 years of age since it requires more developed
reading/writing and mathematics competences and social skills. Obviously, the teacher is the final judge of
this decision and is free to adapt Incorporeal to his or her goals and context.

First experiments
The Incorporeal Project was applied with first year (15 years old kids) and third year (17 years old) high
school students in the Vicente Januzzi State Public School in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. In this experience, 3rd
year high school students volunteered as gamemasters for the 1st year students who played a tabletop roleplaying game based on the Brazillian Literature book "Capitães da Areia" by Jorge Amado. The players were
required to present a voluntary and a mandatory written production based on their RPG experiences. It was
discovered that even groups that presented a small voluntary production did present a mandatory production
of much higher quality than they had previously done for other written works in class. This seemed to imply
that the Incorporeal Project could facilitate the absorption of content and creative production even when the
voluntary production is small.
This experience was soon followed by workshops with some of the schools teachers to capacitate them to
use the Incorporeal Project methods with their students and also had good results. A new experience was
made with the students of post-graduate course “Design in Reading” at the Catholic University of Rio de
Janeiro. In this experience the students presented creations in both printed and digital support. Once again
we´ve achieved a good level of production from the students, with some presenting very creative works.
The production of the Incorporeal Kit as didactic material was a consequence of the results of these first
experiments with the platform. One of the goals was to create something that would allow distance training of
teachers in Incorporeal, without the need of the actual presence of the researchers. The Kit is currently
undergoing a reconfiguration process through a new research project with undergraduate students of the
Arts and Design Institute at Federal University of Juiz de Fora. This new research involves the collective
construction of a hyperenvironment, as mentioned before.

Basic structure of an application
Based on the results of these mentioned previous experiments, we present here an example of how an
Incorporeal Project process should take place: from setting development to its application in a workshop.

Pre-production: setting development through Poetic Design
A link-image design
Conceptualization
step:

Verbal reference: description of a character profile for a Tarot inspired setting that
criticizes gender stereotypes named "Cartas Marcadas" (literally "Marked Cards", a
Brazilian expression that refers to cheating in games such as Poker).
Visual choices: the Court Cards (queens, kings and jacks); in this example we
describe the Queen of Clubs

Data gathering step:

Verbal reference: the meaning of Court Cards in Tarot rules and playing decks
Symbolic visual references of the Queen of Clubs from two different Tarot Decks:
French Marseille (XVIII Century) and British Waite (XIX Century).
Iconical visual references: the shape of the Queen of Clubs in playing decks
Indicial visual references: Beauty and The Beast main characters as portrayed in
Disney's animation movie.

Confection step:

Pen drawing on paper scanned and colorized in bitmap graphic software

Justification step:

Elaboration of a Visual Identity Manual with all the technical specifications along
with all the research, technical and meaning choices and goals.

The hyperbook "Cartas Marcadas"
There are 4 different types of graphic design in this
hyperbook: the rules manual, which roughly
resembles the traditional design of RPG books; the
character profiles' design.
⇒ The Queen of Clubs is presented as manga
magazine interview.
⇒ The Queen of Swords is presented as women
oriented guns magazine interview.
⇒ The Queen of Hearts is presented as a NGO
newsletter.
⇒ The Queen of Diamonds is presented as a book
review.
During a workshop the players should insert their
production on their own books indicating where they
want their material to be placed when the new
edition is produced.

Hypersites: website and Social network fictional profiles

The players can create their character's profiles in the
social network connected to the cards pages. They
can also post news about their campaigns in the cards
pages. When the campaign or workshop is over, the
material can be downloaded and inserted on the
hyperbook design, creating a new edition of it which
they'll receive in the form of a high resolution PDF
ready for printing.

Production: workshop sessions
TIN (Techniques for Interactive Narratives): first 3 to 4 hour session with the participants in which they will be
introduced to the project, choose one among the Incorporeal settings available and create their characters.
The number of participants depends upon the number of gamemasters available; we suggest a limit of 5
players per gamemaster. These gamemasters can be the first authors (us), teachers, monitors or other
students previously trained.
Poetic Design: 3 to 4 hour session when the players will conceptualize their chosen narrative elements
(characters, events, setting elements) to begin to translate them into any chosen media (comics, animation,
video, painting, poetry, music, whatever). This material should be posted into the Incorporeal Kit Moodle.
TIN: 3 to 4 hour sessions when the participants experience a previously prepared interactive story in tabletop RPG format. The session can also happen online.
Poetic Design: 3 to 4 hour sessions when the players bring data previously gathered and begin Conception
exercises from sketches to the final support; the last session concerns the Justification step of Poetic Design
when participants should defend their choices.
From this point on the TIN sessions and Poetic Design sessions will alternate themselves throughout the
workshop.
Post-production:
Upon the authorization of the participants their creations will be incorporated into the Incorporeal Kit
hypersupports, thus becoming available to other participants. Therefore it's important to note that in the long

term, the new students of workshops or disciplines will receive a different material than the first ones, since it
was modified by the previous students.
In the last session an interview with the participants is made to verify: if they managed to articulate different
forms of knowledge in a personal production; if the hypersupports stimulated and/or facilitated this creation in
comparison to more traditional supports; if they felt like coauthors of the story and its supports.
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